1. The agenda for April 17 was unanimously approved.

2. The minutes from March were unanimously approved.

3. Proposal from the Department of Computer Science for:
   a. Change in existing degree requirements: Computer Technology AAS was unanimously approved.
   b. Change in existing course: CSC 223 Computer Hacking Revealed was unanimously approved.

4. Proposals from the Department of Accounting and Finance & Department of Economics for:
   a. Change in existing course: ECO/FNC 240 Managerial Finance I was unanimously approved.

5. Proposal from the School of Business for:
   a. Change in existing minor: Business Data Analytics was unanimously approved.

6. Proposals from the Department of History for:
   a. Change in existing degree: History BA and MHC History BA was unanimously approved.
7. Proposals from the Department of History and Program in African Diaspora Studies for:
   a. Change in existing HST/AAD course prerequisites (AAD 260/HST 207, AAD 262/HST 262, AAD 263/HST 263, AAD 264/HST 264, AAD 265/HST 265, AAD 247/HST 266 PEOPLES AND CULTURES OF AFRICA, AAD 269/HST 269) (AAD 266/HST 267) were unanimously approved.

8. Proposals from the Department of History and Program in American Studies for:
   a. Change in existing HST/AMS course prerequisites (AMS 224/HST 246, AMS 258/HST 258) (AMS 221/HST 221, AMS 251/HST 240) were unanimously approved.

9. Proposal from the Department of History and Education Studies for:
   a. Change in existing HST/EDD course prerequisite (HST/EDD 252) were unanimously approved.

10. Proposal from the Department of History and Department of Political Science & Global Affairs for:
    a. Change in existing HST/GEG course prerequisites (HST/GEG 223) was unanimously approved.

11. Proposals from the Department of History and Department of Economics for:
    a. Change in existing HST/ECO course prerequisites (ECO 253/HST 253) was unanimously approved.

12. Proposals from the Department of History and Program in Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies (WGS 217/HST 217, WGS 286/HST 286) was unanimously approved.

13. Proposals from the Department of World Languages and Literatures and Program in American Studies for:
    a. New course: LACLS/LNG/AMS 215 Introduction to Latinx Studies through the Humanities was unanimously approved.

14. Proposal from the Department of World Languages & Literatures for:
    a. New course: SPN 322 Latinx Literatures and Cultures was unanimously approved.

15. Proposal from the Program in Information Systems and Informatics for:
    a. Change in existing degree: Information Systems & Informatics BS was unanimously approved.

16. Proposals from the Department of Media Culture for:
    a. Change in existing course: CIN 203 Chinese Cinema was unanimously approved.

17. Proposal from the Department of Media Culture and Department of Political Science & Global Affairs for:
a. Change in existing course: CIN 204/POL 219 Politics, Cinema, Media was unanimously approved.

18. Proposal from the Department of Media Culture and the Program in American Studies for:
   a. Change in existing course: CIN 230/AMS 230 American Film and American Myth was unanimously approved.

19. Proposal from the Department of Medial Culture and the Department of Sociology & Anthropology for:
   a. Change in existing course: COM 225/ANT 225 Multicultural Literacy was unanimously approved.

20. Proposals from the School of Education for:
   a. Change in existing course: EDE 301 Literacy Development and Language Acquisition in Elementary Education was unanimously approved.
   b. Change in existing course: EDE 302 Social Studies, Art, and Reading and Language Arts in Elementary Education was unanimously approved.
   c. Change in existing course: EDE 303 Mathematics, Science, and Music in Elementary Education was unanimously approved.

21. Proposal from the Department of Economics for:
   a. Change in existing course: ECO 392 Urban Economics was unanimously approved.

22. Proposals from the Department of Performing and Creative Arts for:
   a. New course: ART/PHO 322 Senior Project in Art and Photography was unanimously approved.
   b. Change in existing course: ART 480 Senior Project in Art and Photography was tabled and will be moved to the May agenda.